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THE COVER 
Development of a positive attitude 
toward law enforcement may well 
begin at a school crossing. Mr. Kelley's 
Message, beginning on page one of 
this issue, discusses the alarming ex
tent and Implications of luvenlle crimi
nality. Photo courtesy of Nassau 
County, N.Y., Police Department. 



JUVENILE CRIMINALITY IS A CRISIS of staggering 
dimensions with profound implications for our 
Nation's future. 

The statistics concerning this category of crime 
offenders are grim. In 1975, one out of every 
four persons arrested in the United States was 
under 18 years of age. Individuals in this age 
group comprised 23 percent of all arrests for 
violent crimes, 43 percent of all arrests for seri
ous crimes, and almost half of all arrests for 
property crimes. One of every ten persons ar
rested for murder had not reached the age of 18. 
During the period 1960-75, arrests of these 
young offenders for serious crimes increased 144 
percent. 

Youngsters from virtually every economic 
stratum, cultural setting, and social milieu are 
represented in these tragic figures. Characteris
tically, however, they tend to represent male 
adolescents from broken homes set amidst im
poverished conditions in teeming inner cities
environments where temptations involving drugs, 
alcohol, gambling, and petty thievery abound, 
exerting a strong influence on the course of their 
lives. 

Although extensive study has been afforded this 
major aspect of our crime problem, it continues 
to pose a highly complex and formidable chal
lenge-one that substantially relates to the 
fundamental structures and processes of our 
society. 

Clearly, the most desirable approach to juve
nile criminality is one of prevention. Efforts to 
strengthen the basic positive influences of family, 
school, and neighborhood should certainly be 

encouraged and advanced. Social and religious 
institutions dedicated to building character, in
culcating sound moral principles, and promoting 
personal responsibility and self-discipline should 
receive broad community support. Wherever pos
sible, recreational programs, vocational training 
opportunities, counseling services, and employ
ment possibilities for youths should be improved 
or expanded. Far greater attention should also be 
given to reducing the opportunities and tempta
tions that lead to youthful criminality. 

In relation to the police function, there must be 
a continuing effort to keep abreast of youth 
problems and needs and to fully utilize commu
nity referral programs. Efforts should be made to 
establish and maintain positive contact with teen
aged groups, particularly youth gangs. In han
dling errant youths, officers should avoid 
imposing any unnecessary stigmas. Sizable police 
departments should have specially trained juve
nile officers constantly available as well as sep
arate and adequate juvenile detention facilities. 
Of major importance, too, is the vigorous en
forcement of laws against drugpushers and 
others who exert a corruptive influence on our 
youth. 

Law enforcement, of course, constitutes only 
one element in the juvenile justice system-an 
overburdened entity whose primary mission must 
be narrowed to dealing with the most serious 
offenders. Toward this end, greater attention must 
be given to decriminalizing status offenders (such 
as truants, runaways, and ungovernables) and 
diverting minor and, where prudent, nonviolent 
offenders. These options naturally depend on 
the availability of sufficient alternative resources 
and facilities in the community as well as prop
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erly trained professional, paraprofessional, and 
volunteer staffs. Services of this nature must also 
be soundly administered and closely coordinated 
with the juvenile justice system. 

For those serious offenders who are repetitive 
and dangerous to others, society must-for its 
own protection-adopt a firm stance. In these 
instances, the deterrent value of swift apprehen
sion, certain prosecution, and effective sanction 
should not be minimized. The safeguards of im
partiality and due process must, of course, attend 
each step of the process, and rehabilitation should 
still be an ideal goal. 
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These are only a sampling of measures con
sidered desirable for preventing, curbing, and 
handling juvenile criminality. If there is to be any 
hope of succeeding in this endeavor, communities 
throughout the Nation must be prepared to com
mit the necessary resources to support such mea
sures. When sound families, quality schools, 

decent neighborhoods, adequate community 

youth services, and an efficient juvenile justice 

system become the norm in every American com

munity, the prospects are good that juvenile 

criminality will become what it should be-an 

infrequent aberration. 

CLARENCE M. KELLEY 

Director 



Designing the Job  

The Question 

One of the biggest issues in police 

management today, perhaps the prime 

issue throughout management in-gen-

eral,  is  "How  do  we  get  people  to 

work?" How  do we  motivate people? 

Can we motivate people? How do I get 

my  people  to  do  something?  HOW 

DO  WE  GET  ANYBODY  TO  DO 

ANYTHING? 

Actually, what we  are talking about 

is  the  essence  of  management.  Law-

rence  A.  Appley,  the  former  presi-

dent  of  the  American  Management 

Association,  defined  management  as 

"getting things done through people." 

Although subject to  further  qualifica-

tion,  a  manager's  job,  simply  stated, 

is  to  direct  or  handle  employees  in 

such  a  manner  that  the  desired  work 

is performed willingly  and well. 

In  police  management,  there  have 
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to  

Motivate  
By  

Thomas J_  Baker  

Special Agent  

Federal Bureau of Investigation  

Washington, D.C.  

"There are two sep

arate sets of factors at 

work concerning people 

performing on the job. 

Among one set of factors 

is  the cause (or causes) 

of all our dissatisfac-

tion .  .  .  and among an

other entirely separate 

set of factors is the cause 

( or causes) of our satis-

faction on the job." 

been  numerous  ideas  put forth  in  re-

cent years concerning various ways of 

motivating  people.  In  this  regard, 

aside from traditional talk about merit 

pay raises and proper supervision, we 

have  too  often  become  hung  up  with 

assigning  fancy  job  titles  (police 

specialist,  police agent, master patrol-

man,  police  generalist,  senior  patrol-

man ) ,  or  initiating  specialized  pay 

programs  (shift  differential,  educa-

tion  incentive  pay ) ,  or  concentrating 

on  the  incidental trappings of the  job 

(the  patrolman's  white  shield  versus 

the  detective's  gold  shield) . 

Motivation-Hygiene Theory 

Prof.  Frederick  Herzberg  has 

developed  a  theory  concerning  the 

motivation  to  work,  which  he  ex-

panded upon  in  several books.1  Herz-

berg  calls  his  concept  the  MOTIV A-

TIONHYGIENE THEORY. Through 

his  approach,  he  helps  us  to  sort out 

the  various  incentive  programs  that 
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have  been  put  forward.  What he  tells 

us  is  this: There are two  separate sets 

of  factors  at  work  concerning  people 

performing on the job. Among one set 

of factors  is  the  cause  (or causes)  of 

all  our dissatisfaction on the  job, and 

among  another  entirely  separate  set 

of  factors  is  the  cause  (or  causes)  of 

our satisfaction on the  job. 

The  dissatisfiers,  Herzberg  identi-

fies  as  relating to salary, status, work-

ing  conditions,  supervision, company 

policy  and  administration,  interper-

sonal relations, security, and personal 

life. 

In  police  work,  we  confront  these 

factors  often but sometimes  we  know 

them by different names. For example, 

Herzberg's  factor,  company  policy 

and  administration,  has  probably 

never been specifically uttered by any 

American  patrolman;  however,  the 

ubiquitous  "The  Department"  (as  in 

"The Department did it to me again.") 

would  be  included  under  that  factor. 

The  concern  of  patrolmen  over  their 

physical working conditions has been 

well documented and is seen in the old 

saying "a good cop never gets  wet." 2 

Herzberg calls these dissatisfiers the 

hygiene factors because  they describe 

the  job hygiene,  the  job surrounding. 

They do not deal directly with the task 

itself.  If the  hygiene  factors  are  not 

favorable,  or  are  lacking  in  some 

fashion,  the  employees  are  dissatis-

fiedthey  are  not  happy  with  their 

job. The way to eliminate this dissatis-

faction  is  to  favorably  modify  or  im-

prove hygiene  factors  responsible  for 

this  condition.  This  will  reduce  em-

ployees'  dissatisfaction but, according 

to  Herzberg,  will  not  give  them  job 

satisfaction.  It merely  allows  for  an 

absence  of dissatisfaction. The reason 

no satisfaction occurs, he says,  is  that 

satisfaction  springs  from  an  entirely 

different set of factors. 

The  factors  that  produce  satisfac-

tion  on  the  job  Herzberg  labels  "the 

motivators."  He  has  identified  them 

as '  the  work  itself  accomplishments 

Herzberg'lI "Hygiene Factors" 

(Dis88tisfiers ) 

Salary  

Status  

Working Conditions  

Supervision  

Company Policy and  

Administration  

Interpersonal Relations  

Security  

Personal Life  

on the job, recognition for accomplish-

ments,  growth  in skills,  growth  in  re-

sponsibilities, and advancement on the 

job. 

These  six  motivators  all  have  one 

factor  in commonthey deal  directly 

with  performing  the  job  itself.  These 

are  the  things  Herzberg  has  found, 

through  numerous  job  attitude  sur-

veys,  that  give  employees  their  satis-

faction.  These  satisfiers  comprise  the 

elements  that motivate  people  to  per-

form better on the job. 

This  theory  has  been  widely  ac-

cepted  in  both  management  and 

academic circles today_ 

In  conducting his  job attitude  sur-

veys,  Herzberg  used  a  variety  of  in-

struments  including  questionnaires 

and interviews. Those surveyed  range 

from  highly  skilled  professional 

people to  lowskilled manual laborers, 

in  both  public  and  private  organiza-

tions.  Although  his  published  studies 

Herzberg'lI "Motivatorll" 

(Satisfiers) 

The Work Itself 

Accomplishments on the Job 

Recognition for 

Accomplishments 

Growth in Skills 

Growth in Responsibilities 

Advancement on the Job 

show slight variances in the results ob-

tained from group to  group, overall it 

can be said that approximately 80 per-

cent  of  the  people  he queried listed  a 

motivator as  a  source  of  satisfaction 

in  their work while  approximately 70 

percent  listed  a  hygiene factor as  a 

source of dissatisfaction. 

Law Enforcement Canvass 

I  have  asked numerous and diverse 

groups of law enforcement  officers  to 

whom  I  have  lectured on  the  topic  of 

motivation,  the  following:  "Write 

down  on  a  sheet  of  paper  what  has 

given you the most satisfaction in your 

work."  After  a  few  minutes  have 

elapsed,  I  would  then  ask  the  group, 

"Now write down what has given you 

the most dissatisfaction in your work." 

These questions would be asked be-

fore  any  discussion  regarding  the 

"In conducting his job 

attitude surveys, Herzberg 

used a variety of instru

ments including question. 

n air e s and interviews. 

Those surveyed range from 

highly skilled professional 

people to low-skilled man

ual laborers, in both public 

and private organizations." 

motivation  to  work  so  that  the 

answers  would  not  be  prejudiced  or 

influenced  by  such  discussion.  The 

answers  obtained  from  each  group 

were  later  reviewed  and  discussed  in 

connection  with  the  session  on  Dr. 

Herzberg's  theory. 

Over  the  past  2%  years,  I  have 

asked  these  two  questions  at  all  the 

police  management  schools  I  partici-

pated  in. As one of the  instructors on 

the FBI management team, which has 

traveled  throughout  the  country  giv-

ing  management  instruction  to  State 

and local police officers,  I  have asked 

these  questions  during  sessions  at 35 

different  locations  in  23  different 
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States.  Individuals  represented  in 

this  sample  consisted  of  approxi· 

mately  1,000  State  and  municipal 

police officers. The same exercise was 

also  performed by my students in the 

Management  for  Law  Enforcement 

class  at  the  FBI  National  Academy 

during  the 93d through  the 103d Ses· 

sions.  This  latter  sample  comprises 

approximately 2,000 State, municipal, 

or Federal police officers  representing 

every  State  and  territory  of  the 

United States.  In addition, during the 

past  year  this  exercise  was  also  con· 

ducted  with  approximately  400  Spe

cial Agent Supervisors who are 

assigned throughout the 59 field offices 

of the FBI. 

This total of around 3,400 lawen

forcement officers with whom this ex

ercise was conducted must be recog

nized as a substantial sample in this 

occupational category. 

The results were surprising and sig

nificant. One hundred percent of those 

questioned listed in writing one of 

Herzberg's motivators as their great

est source of satisfaction. Some of the 

responses were general in tone, such 

as "helping others," while others were 

. more specific; e.g., "finding a lost 

child." Some combined many of the 

motivators, for example, "becoming 

sheriff" (this example would combine 

several motivating factors-accom

plishment, recognition, advancement. 

and responsibility). 

In response to the second question 

concerning the greatest source of dis

satisfaction, approximately 75 percent 

of the officers listed one of Herzberg's 

dissatisfiers (hygiene factors). The 

most prevalent dissatisfiers in the po

lice survey were interpersonal rela

tions and money matters, both of 

which were often linked with or ex

pressed as a working condition. State

ments such as "inability to effectively 

f communicate police role and needs to 

city residents," and "having to disci

pline people," in the written responses, 

, showed the linking of two of the most 
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prevalent dissatisfiers-working con

ditions and interpersonal relations. 

Money or salary items were often 

listed. "Money constraints," "budget 

items," "money issues," and "limited 

resources" were some of the terms uti

lized by the police officers to ex

press this dissatisfier. 

It must be granted that this exer

cise was rather simple when com

pared with the more complex and 

scientific surveys Professor Herzberg 

conducted. But despite its informality 

and simplicity, . it is nonetheless im

pressive that not one of these approxi

mately 3,400 law enforcement officers 

responded with one of Herzberg's hy

giene factors when asked to name t'heir 

greatest source of sal,isfaction on the 

job. 

Occupational Considerations 

Herzberg's survey samples included 

lower level supervisors, professional 

women, agricultural administrators, 

men about to retire from management 

positions, hospital z:naintenance per

sonnel, manufacturing supervisors, 

nurses, food handlers, military officers, 

engineers, scientists, housekeepers, 

teachers, technicians, female assem

blers, accountants, Finnish foremen, 

and Hungarian engineers.3 The results 

of his surveys were found to reinforce 

his theory. However, none of them had 

the unanimity of response, on the 

motivator side, as did the sample of 

law enforcement officers. Herzberg, to 

my knowledge, has never published a 

study of this nature limited to the 

profession of law enforcement. How

ever, recently he has helped redesign 

jobs in the public sector using this 

theory.4 

But why is this one occupational 

group, police officers, so unanimously 

positive to the motivation factors when 

none of the others Herzberg studied 

were (granting that differences in the 

survey format exist)? This was dis

cussed with officers following each ex

ercise. The simple answer proposed 

was that most police officers basically 

want to perform their job. This is in 

5 



contrast  to  workers  in  many  other 

occupational groups, such as assembly 

line  workers,  many  of  whom  work 

strictly  for  the  income  derived  there

from. 

Police officers, for the most part, 

chose their occupation because they 

like and want to do police work. This 

was expressed by officers in various 

ways; however, it boiled down to the 

fact that these individuals became 

police officers based on a desire to ac

complish something worthwhile on 

the job. They actually want to do 

"Police officers, for the 

most part, chose their occu

pation because they like and 

want to do police work." 

police work. Very often, however, the 

job is not designed so that they can see 

their accomplishments, or other 

motivating factors are lacking. Thus, 

job design is a key point of concentra

tion in assessing and discussing 

motivation as it relates to lawen

forcement work. 

Analyzing the Results 

The question that comes to mind 

after looking at these results is, what 

do they tell us? First let us look at 

what Professor Herzberg says. He tells 

us that the answer to the question of 

handling people on the job involves 

two parts: (1 ) How we treat people, 

and (2) how we use people. 

How we treat people on the job is 

related to the hygiene factors. To 

oversimplify, we must treat our em

ployees as well as we can. This means 

good pay, adequate working condi

tions, advantageous fringe benefits, 

proper supervision and sound com

pany policies and administration. This 

will eliminate most dissatisfying ele

ments, but it will not necessarily 

motivate employees to perform well on 

the job. 

The motivation for performance on 

the job comes from the way we utilize 

our employees. We must employ 

people in such a manner that they have 

interesting work, that they can accom

plish or achieve observable results, 

that their achievements are recognized, 

that they have ample opportunity to 

grow in skill and responsibility and 

that they have opportunities for pro

motion. 

Certainly all policemen are not un

motivated or dissatisfied and many 

police jobs already contain most, or 

all, of the motivators Herzberg has 

identified. However, when a few or 

many of these motivators are not pres

ent, one approach to remedy this situa

tion might be to redesign the job it

self. 

From the works of sociologists, psy

chologists, and other behavioral 

scientists, we are told that there are 

two basic factors that influence human 

behavior. One involves the individual, 

the other his environment. We are 

familiar with the ancient argument in 

criminology between those who say 

we should try to reform the criminal 

and those who contend we should try 

to change his environment. In any 

problem in management, there are 

basically the same two options open 

to us. If we have a problem in a unit 

in our organization, we can get a new 

man or men for the job (changing the 

individual) ; or, we can try to change 

or modify the unit or the design of the 

individual job (s) within it (changing 

the environment) . 

When we look at the various litera

ture prepared in the police manage

ment field, we see that for the past 20 

years, or so, we have heard a great 

deal of talk about changing the in

dividual police officer . We have seen 

calls for more educated officers. On the 

other hand, there are some studies that 

say we do not need a college trained 

police officer. Some say hire older, 

more experienced men, perhaps mili

tary veterans, while others say hire 

younger men as cadets and train 

them. Some suggest hiring more 

minority group members. Others say 

hire more women. Now some say hire 

shorter men, and others oppose this 

suggestion.5 

All of these recommendations are 

concerned with getting different types 

of individuals in the j oh-finding the 

right shaped peg to put in the hole. 

Few proposals have been advanced 

which suggest changing the shape of 

the hole to fit the peg. Perhaps this is 

where we should look. 

Motivating people by changing the 

design of the job itself may be the 

answer. What would that design be? 

It would be redesigning the job so 

that, as Herzberg tells us, the workers 

would be used in such a manner that 

they would have interesting work, 

could achieve accomplishments on the 

job, could obtain recognition for 

their accomplishments, and could 

grow in both skills and responsibili

ties. 

Team Policing 

There have been only a few at

tempts in recent years to improve po

lice performance by changing the 

design of the job itself. One such at

tempt at job redesign has been the 

concept of team policing. It must be 

recognized that in some quarters this 

concept is still considered highly the

oretical and controversial. 

Team policing can have many vari

ations and differing objectives. The 

primary objective may be improved 

police-community relations or im

proved crime control, or both. G How

ever, here we are looking at how po

lice officers are used in a model team 

policing project, one where an officer, 

or officers, have primary responsibil

ity for all police-related functions in 

an assigned area or "beat." 

As already stated, police officers 

usually want to do the job at hand. In 

team policing, the patrol officer has a 

better opportunity than usual to ac

complish results on the job. 

FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin 6 



In  traditional  patrol  work,  the 

patrolman would typically, after some 

initial action on his part, turn a crim

inal matter over to detectives. In team 

policing, the patrol officer has the op

portunity to continue with the inves

tigation until the case is resolved, or 

unresolved, thereby resulting in an ac

complishment. Because of this poten

tial, the team policing concept patrol 

officer also now has more opportuni

ties to be recognized by his superiors 

for accomplishments on the job. It is 

often pointed out that due to their 

very nature, many crimes have a low 

solution rate and, therefore, the officer 

may fail to make an accomplishment, 

producing a negative effect. This is a 

true observation; however, other moti

vators are also inherent in the team 

policing concept. The patrol officer, 

for example, must expand his skills 

most team policing models, however, 

many of the motivators identified by 

Herzberg are incorporated therein. 

Team policing has somewhat differ

ent connotations in the various com

munities where it is being tried and 

there have been some difficulties 

experienced with it.8 However, it is 

one of the few attem.pts being made 

to improve performance of police 

officers by restructuring the specific 

job itself rather than merely trying to 

change the individual we put in the 

job. 

Conclusion 

There seems to be a great reluc

tance on the part of police managers 

to tamper with the basic job itself. In 

discussing jobs in general, Herzberg 

warns us: 

and knowledge in many areas form

erly reserved only for specialists. Be

cause the team policing member 

ideally will be working in the same 

geographical area and following vir

tually all the cases arising therein 

from their inception to their (hope

fully successful ) conclusion, his over· 

all responsibilities also increase. 

A detailed analysis of team policing 

is not being set forth as most in law 

enforcement are familiar with its 

basic elements due to widespread pub

licity about it in recent years. 7 In 
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Approach these jobs with the 

conviction that they can be 

changed. Years of tradition have 

led managers to believe that the 

content of the jobs is sacrosanct 

and that the only scope of action 

that they have is in ways of stirn· 

ulating people.9 

In a sense it is odd that many police 

administrators do regard the police 

job, especially the urban patrol job, as 

sacrosanct, something that cannot or 

should not be changed. The American 

municipal police job is modeled on the 

English version. It was only 147 years 

ago, in April 1829, when Sir Robert 

Peel introduced in Parliament his bill 

for establishing the London Metropol

itan Police. lo In the United States, 

our urban police forces were created 

even more recently than their English 

model. 

We may assume that due to man's 

nature and activities there have been 

police of some sort on the earth for 

as long as human societies have 

existed. Yet, in many respects, the 

current model of the police job is only 

147 years old. In my view, it is cer· 

tainly not too old or too new to be re

designed. This redesigning should be 

such, however, that job motivation is 

higher, thereby producing better per

formance, and- ultimately- more ef

fective and efficient police service. 
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CONSTRUCTION OF A NEW  
CRIME LABORATORY  

By  

WILL BACHOFNER  

Chief  

RONALD D_ KUEST  

Coordinator  
Washington State Crime Laboratory System  

GEORGE G_ ISHII  

Laboratory Director  
Western Washington State Crime Laboratory  

T he  planning  of  a  new  crime  lab

oratory can take many options, from 

the enviable position of designing 

from scratch a building, as well as the 

interior facility, to merely rearrang

ing an existing location_ Whatever the 

approach, certain basic concepts can 

be employed which will increase the 

utility of the facility over a long pe

riod of time, reduce costs, and posi

tively contribute to a pleasant working 

environment. 

Consolidation 

The Washington State Patrol was 

8 

Washington State Patrol  

Olympia, Wash.  

When planning a new 

crime laboratory, "certain 

bade concept. can be em

ployed ."hich will incretue 

the utility 0/ the facility over 

a long period 0/ time, reduce 

co.t., and po.itively con

tribute to a pletuant working 

environment." 

confronted with the opportunity for 

planning a new Western Washington 

State Crime Laboratory facility in Se

attle due to the expansion of labo

ratory services statewide and a 

consolidation of the Seattle Police 

Department and King County Depart

ment of Public Safety crime labora

tories. The consolidation of laboratory 

facilities involved three levels of gov

ernment and has proven to be highly 

successful. 

As a part of the consolidation agree

ment, the Seattle Police Department 

agreed to provide 10,000 square feet 

of floor space on the second floor of 
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their Public Safety Building.  Prior to 

consolidation,  the  Seattle  Police  De

partment Crime Laboratory and the 

Western Washington State Crime lab

oratory coexisted within the same fa

cility jointly sharing instrumentation 

and facilities, but were in cramped and 

". . . the architect spent 

considerable time getting a 

'feel' for the operation of 

a crime laboratory. . • ." 

limited facilites with no provision for 

the addition of any new personnel. 

The wet chemistry area consisted of 

approximately 300 square feet with 

firearms, questioned documents, and 

administrative services also located on 

the same floor. Total square footage 

shared by the two laboratories prior 

to consolidation was 2,500 square feet. 

Preliminary Planning 

In January 1974, active planning 

began for the design of a new labora

tory facility anticipating the success

ful consolidation agreement of labo

ratory services. We were fortunate to 

have had the experience of building 

an Eastern Washington State Crime 
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Mr. Kuest 

Laboratory in Spokane 2 years earlier. 

A major concern was to develop 

funding for the new laboratory. Our 

first obstacle was to request funding 

without knowing the actual construc

tion estimates. The funding package 

had to be prepared before an archi

tect was retained, yet it was the archi

tect's responsibility to prepare plan 

specifications for estimates that would 

indicate the actual cost. This was ob

viously a backward approach, but we 

didn't have the time to engage in a 

two-stage project. An initial estimate 

of $35 per square foot was established 

but was soon found to be conservative 

due to inflation and was revised to 

$50 per square foot. 

A construction g rant was made 

available through the Washington 

State Law and Justice Planning Office 

to supplement State funding which 

was appropriated by the legislature to 

match Law Enforcement Assistance 

Administration (LEAA) funding. 

In the initial planning and discus

sion phases, five major points were 

identified. These included: (1 ) Re

modeling the existing facility was go

ing to be more costly than construct

ing a new facility ; (2 ) the facility was 

long and narrow thus presenting some 

constraints in the design; (3) the 

laboratory had to be proximate to the 

Mr. Ishii 

major users; (4 ) the laboratory had 

to have an open concept, decompart

mentalizing classical laboratory func

tions. We felt the open concept was 

desirable in that possible revision at 

a later time would be easier and less 

costly; (5 ) it was absolutely impor

tant to have a long-range projection 

of the growth and expansion of labo

ratory functions within the laboratory. 

This meant knowing the maximum 

capacity of personnel and equipment 

by kinds and types of functions that 

the facility could accommodate so that 

the laboratory was built not so much 

for today as for where it is projected 

to be in 10 years. 

We were faced with the problem of 

estimating caseloads and productivity 

proj ections with a limited data base. 

Productivity and caseload information 

for Seattle and King County from on

going services of those two laborato

ries was available. The State laborato

ry was providing only controlled sub

stances services, but an estimate of 

full-service caseloads for document 

and criminalistics services statewide 

had to be made without a complete 

history. The Seattle and King County 

information was combined with an 

extensive national survey, visitation, 

and information derived from the FBI 

Uniform Crime Report. After estab
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lishing  productivity  projections  by 

type of crime, a  10year projection of 

Washington  State  crime  rates  was 

made,  related  to  productivity, and 10

year projection for manpower was 

then developed. 

The Pivot Point 

In April 1974, an architect was re

tained for the design and planning of 

the new laboratory. The selection of an 

appropriate architect is one of the most 

important decisions that will be made 

in a laboratory construction project. 

Often it appears that one of two cir

cumstances occurs when an architect 

is selected. Either the architect is given 

total and full responsibility to design 

the facility with very little, if any, in

put from the laboratory, or the archi

tect is retained for the purpose of pre

paring drawings but the design is sole

ly done by the laboratory director_ We 

felt both approaches were unsatisfac

tory_ The relationship established with 

the architect, complementing his ap

proach, was that of a participating 

partner in the design of the laboratory 

system. 

Early in the discussions with him, 

responsibilities for each individual 

were established. It was agreed that 

the architect was retained due to his 

knowledge and expertise in the anal

ysis of form, function , utility, and de

sign, and should be used to the maxi

mum extent in those areas. It was also 

recognized that the laboratory director 

and staff of the crime laboratory were 

most familiar with the unique needs, 

relationships, and requirements of a 

laboratory system. Each individual in 

the planning process respected each 

other's knowledge and responsibility 

in the planning process and a syner

gistic and catalytic relationship de

veloped. 

Early in the design phase, the ar

chitect spent considerable time get

ting a "feel" for the operation of a 

crime 'laboratory, asking many ques

tions regarding why procedures were 

done in certain ways, why policies 

were established, what was the ration

ale for certain policies; developing an 

awareness for security aspects; and 

developing an awareness of the inter

relationship of various functions 

within the crime laboratory. 

Early in the planning phase, aware

ness of the relations.hip between pol

icy and design became apparent. The 

policies regarding access, security, 

and evidence handling became key 

factors in how the eventual layout of 

the laboratory would take shape. Ori

entation of the architect to the labora

tory system and vice versa was a proc

ess that took 3 months. Once the ar

chitect developed a familiarity and ap

preciation for the functioning of the 

laboratory system and became better 

aware what each section did, he then 

began to design "spheres of func

tional activity." These spheres were 

circles drawn on a sheet of paper. Each 

sphere represented an activity such as 

controlled substances/ chemistry, fire

arms, criminalistics, questioned doc

uments, administration, library, pho

tography, restrooms, and lunchrooms. 

The larger the sphere, the greater 

number of people and square footage 

was estimated as being required. 

Factors influencing the size of each 

functional sphere included an estima

tion of required square footaO'e per 

anticipated person within each area , 

nature of the function , whether the 

kind of activity was desk or work

bench oriented , whether special in

strumentation and equipment were 

required , an analysis of mechanical 

and electrical needs, and identification 

of specialized joint-use areas within 

that section. The interrelationship be

tween the spheres of functional activ

ity were considered on the basis of 

cros -traffic patterns, personnel safety, 

amount of security required , kinds 

and types of physical evidence that 

would be examined, requirement for 

close interrelationship to other func

tions within the laboratory, and re

quirements for fume exhaust, waste 

drain, and electrical needs. 

Features unique to each functional 

area were identified which may have a 

potential impact on the relationship of 

one sphere of functional activity to 

another. These were identified as 

follows : 

Chemistry (drugs) _ Works 

with small amount of evidence; 

compact unit, therefore should 

have outside view; must be ac

cessible to instrumentation; and 

extent of fumes in air must be 

considered. 

Firearms (bullets, guns, tool

marks). Must be secure and en

closed; test firing cannot bother 

the rest of the laboratory or 

other floors within the building; 

fumes must be considered; must 

have separate firing room of 

special construction to contain 

accidentally discharged bullets 

and prevent ricochet; and must 

have :1 separate examination 

area from the firing room. 

Criminalistics (hair fiber, 

glass, paint, biological stains, 

etc_ ) . Works with all types of 

evidence which often involve 

large items ; must have provi

sions for large exhaust due to 

putrid clothing and material be

ing in the laboratory; and must 

provide space for specialized 

joint-use areas such as micro

scopy and serology_ 

Instrument Room (large, per

manently fixed expensive equip

ment). Must have common ac

cess to chemistry and criminal

istics ection without cross-traf

fic patterns ; must be an enclosed 

area ; must have special floor 

drains; unique electrical needs 

must be considered; must be 

physically removed as far as pos

sible from the Seattle Police De
partment Communications Cen

ter to eliminate radio interfer-
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ence;  provisions  for  solid 

grounding  capabilities  must  be 

considered;  must be planned for 

expansion  and  acquisition  of 

additional instrumentation. 

Questioned Documents and 

Illustration Section (handwrit· 

ing,  ink, printed and  typed ma

terial ) . Not required to be prox

imate to instrument room; 

needs natural light as well as 

darkroom area; and open work

ing, desk-oriented function, yet 

must be secure. 

Administration (clerical, ad

ministrative offices, library) . 

Must be central to eliminate 

cross traffic; must be adjacent 

to evidence vault; must be ad

j acent to public access; must be 

kept open as much as possible; 

must have separate conference 

room outside of secure labora

tory area; and must have a cen

tral receiving area outside of 

the secure area. 

Photography. Less stringent 

security; exhaust considera

tion; electrical needs; plumbing 
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Schematic of the new laboratory. 

needs; and not a part of the 

State patrol (being operated by 

the Seattle Police Department, 

thus not in the secure laboratory 

area) . 

Lunchroom. To be jointly 

shared by the cri me laboratory 

and the police communications 

center personnel, Seattle Police 

Department; outside secure 

laboratory area; and food stor

age and meal preparation in the 

event of emergencies involving 

Seattle Police Department com

munications. 

Evidence Vault. Must be cen

tral to reduce cross·traffic pat· 

terns; designed as a high.secu. 

rity area; has exhaust needs; 

and must have floor-to-ceiling 

cement block walls with rein

forced steel rods. 

Chemical Storage Area. Ex

haust needs; personnel safety 

features; work area to mix 

batches of chemicals; and fire, 

explosion prevention features. 

While the architect was preparing 

spheres of functional activity, the lab

oratory staff participated in the design 

by identifying needs for each func

tional activity. We found the total in

volvement of the laboratory staff high

ly beneficial. Many important design 

features were generated from staff in

volvement. The identification of needs 

and recommendations by the labora

tory staff were given to the architect 

to incorporate into the spheres of 

functional activity. An example of 

staff involvement was the analysis of 

safety needs. A staff proposal included 

13 recommendations for improved 

safety. Twelve were incorporated into 

the design. The 13th, for an inert gas 

fire suppression system, will be imple

mented within 2 years. 

Working Drawings 

The next step for the architect was 

to apply these spheres of functional 

activity to the exterior dimensions of 

the available facility to better analyze 

security aspects, cross traffic, and 

needed interrelationships between dif

ferent functions. It was only after a 

complete and thorough functional 

analysis was performed for each area 
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within  the  laboratory  that  the  archi

tect began the actual preliminary de

sign of a floor plan itself. It is our 

evaluation in looking back at the plan

" .•. the functional plan

ning of the laboratory was 

the essence of the planning 

process and was the heart 

of the design of this lab· 

oratory facility." 

ning process that the functional plan

ning of the laboratory was the essence 

of the planning process and was the 

heart of the design of this laboratory 

facility. 

It was determined there would be 

two levels of security within the labo

ratory. This was partially determined 

by the fact that the Seattle Police 

Department communications facility, 

as well as the photo laboratory, was 

on the same floor and was a part of 

the remodeling project. Two security 

areas were designed: A high-security 

area and a minimum-security area. It 

was determined that central reception, 

as well as a conference room and adja

cent polygraph room operated by the 

Seattle Police Department, would be 

minimum security. Also included in 

the minimum-security areas were the 

crime laboratory artist-illustrator, 

lunchrooms, and restrooms. Included 

in the high-security area would be 

questioned documents; clerical func

tions; library; administrative offices; 

criminalistics; chemistry, firearms, 

and toolmarks sections; and instru

ment room. 

Once a preliminary floor plan was 

designed, an extensive review process 

was held to examine cross-traffic pat

terns, total personnel which could be 

accommodated within each section, 

and the centralness of multiple-use 

areas such as instrument room and 

evidence vault. At this point, import

ant technical functions such as ex

haust needs, electrical needs, lighting, 

plumbing, location of fixed instru

ments and equipment, and arrange

ment of laboratory benchwork came 

into play for evaluation_ Each section 

head reviewed the proposed drawings 

and indicated approval or modifica

tions and suggestions_ Periodically, 

administrative review was also held. 

Since we had a fixed-physical area 

which was not the most ideal configur

ation, i.e., long and narrow, many de

sired features had to be modified to 

accommodate the physical dimensions 

of the laboratory area. It became ap

parent that the desire for openness 

Incandescent spotlights in the ceiling and low-volume exhaust hoods at each workbench are 
two of the features in the new chemistry section. 

-
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was  going  to  present  problems.  The 

use of glass walls became a very desir

able compromising feature. 

Construction 

Since the laboratory would have to 

be relocated temporarily while con

struction occurred, a search began for 

an alternate location that would ac

commodate the laboratory for the ap

proximate 12-month construction pe

riod. A former convent college locat

ed 20 miles from Seattle at Issaquah 

was selected as the alternate labora

tory facility since a chemistry and 

biology laboratory was available and 

not being utilized. The facility was not 

large enough to accommodate all the 

instrumentation during the period of 

relocation; however, basic and essen

tial functions were made available and 

were provided. Since there are few va

cant facilities that could be used as a 

crime laboratory, we were fortunate 

to find satisfactory temporary quar

ters which did not require expensive 

yet temporary modifications. The 

questioned document section and the 

crime laboratory artist-illustrator 

were able to remain in the Seattle Po

lice Department building, and the 

King County Department of Public 

Safety generously offered temporary 

facilities for the police department 

photography laboratory. 

Construction began on the new lab

oratory in January of 1975 and was 

completed in December of that same 

year. Due to extensive planning dur

ing the design phase and close posi

tive working relationships with the 

architect, the construction period pre

sented minimal trauma to the labora

tory staff. 

The laboratory was dedicated on 

January 8, 1976. Sharing in the cere

monies were representatives from the 

Seattle City Council, Seattle Police 

Department, King County Depart

ment of Public Safety, FBI, Wash

ington State Patrol, and over 200 

guests from the criminal justice sys

tem. 

Coordination 

One other key feature that contrib

uted to the successful design and com

pletion of the laboratory facility was 

the coordination of city, State, Fed

eral, and private agencies which were 

involved in various stages of the proj

ect. 

Evaluation 

Evaluation is always an enjoyable 

part of a major project. That is the 

time when great wisdom, foresight, 

and thoroughness can be attributed to 

events that in reality occurred to 

everyone's surprise or were answers 

The criminalistics section with wide work bays for each analyst. 
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to  prayer.  We  do  feel  that  extensive 

preplanning and review  did make the 

difference  between  a  satisfactory  fa

cility and one that is functional, safe, 

and pleasant, and will serve our 

needs for many years to come. An 

"The new facility was de

signed to meet our service 

needs but did not substitute 

for other administrative 

procedures and processes 

which would influence and 

increase employee morale." 

evaluation of this whole process which 

took over 3 years to accomplish indi

cated some key features which are 

universally applicable to developing 

any crime laboratory. 

A crime laboratory system 

must know in advance the po

tential expansion capabilities of 

that laboratory for at least 10 

years. The laboratory should 

not be designed based on cur

rent needs but rather on opti

mistic projections for 10 years 

into the future. 

An architect who is a full and 

participating partner in the de

sign process is most essential. 

The involvement of all labo

ratory staff in the identification 

of needs and ideas positively 

contributes to the design proc

ess. 

Functional planning hefore 

any lines are drawn on a floor 

plan is most important and is 

the heart of the planning proc

ess. 

Constant and continued co

ordination with all parties in

volved is an essential ingredient. 

An open concept of the labo

ratory is most desirable. Com

partmental organization with 

doors and walls builds harriers 

to communication and con

tributes to isolation of 

functions. 

The interior should be es

thetically pleasing. 

The policy of security and 

access must be established and 

then become an integral part of 

the laboratory design. 

Occupational Safety and 

Health Act standards should be 

The chief criminalist uses the emission spectrograph with laser microprobe in the instrument room. 
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incorporated  although  not  re

quired. Employee safety ranks 

highest in design considera

tions. 

Stainless steel ductwork and 

glass drains are a must. Cheap

er material is available but the 

replacement costs in 5-lO years 

will far exceed an initially larg

er investment. 

One factor kept in mind during the 

design process was that an improve

ment in working conditions prevents 

dissatisfaction but cannot produce 

satisfaction. As cramped as the pre

vious facilities were, we realized that 

within several months after moving 

into the new facility this was not go

ing to be a buyoff or panacea for im

proving employee morale. The new 

facility was designed to meet our serv

ice needs but did not substitute for 

other administrative procedures and 

processes which would influence and 

increase employee morale. 

Style is a subjective term, yet we 

felt that style was important while be

ing consistent with judicious use of 

public funds. We realized that each 

employee would be spending one-half 

of their waking hours in the labora

tory and therefore it required as much 

"The one word which best 

exemplifies the development 

of the State Crime Labora

tory System is quality." 

care and concern when being designed 

as our own homes did. 

The end result of the laboratory 

after being completed and in opera

tion for several months had validated 

our planning process. The laboratory 

had been designed with style and is 

attractive and yet, one of the most 

unique features of all, the laboratory 

was completed within budget. Even 

though the planning and construction 

project extended over a 3-year period 

when inflation was running com

pletely out of control, we are able to 
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stl'y within the funding that was made 

available through State and Federal 

funds. 

Statewide System 

On January I, the State Crime Lab

oratory began statewide services on 

all death investigations. It has been 

impossible to build a full-service lab

oratory system overnight. The State 

Crime Laboratory System is now 6 

years old. Through consolidation of 

the Seattle Police Department and 

King County Department of Public 

Safety crime laboratories, we are pro

viding full crime laboratory services 

to Seattle and unincorporated King 

County serviced by the King County 

Department of Public Safety. By July 

1977, we hope to be able to provide 

statewide service on all crimes against 

people with full crime services for all 

types of crimes by 1980. 

Experience indicates that most 

States cannot afford to build a full

service crime laboratory system at one 

time. Each section within the labora

tory has been designed for increased 

services allowing expansion for peo

ple as well as instrumentation. Plan

ning for controlled incremental serv

ices has been closely integrated with 

the design of both State Crime Labo

ratories. I am confident that as we are 

able to increase ser vices, the two fa

cilities are capable of accommodating 

manpower and additional instrumen

tation without rear rangement of the 

physical layout. 

The one word 'vhich best exempli

fies the development of the State 

Crime Laboratory System is quality. 

Any effort whether it be the building 

of a laboratory, casework, or the 

building of a crime laboratory system 

has been undertaken with one stand

ard-whatever we do, we do it well. 

There are no shades of quality. As an 

example, there is g reat need for full 

crime laboratory ~rvices. Due to the 

great costs necessary to staff a full

service crime lah-oratory, we have 

chosen to provide incremental serv

ice based upon our ability to give 

every case the deserved attention and 

care required. Because of this policy 

our capabilities have not been overex

tended and our laboratory has devel

oped a reputation throughout the 

criminal justice system for quality 

and accuracy. Knowing this approach, 

law enforcement agencies have been 

extremely patient with limited serv

ices. They also appreciate that quality 

is better than quantity and is well 

worth the wait. 

Building a laboratory is no differ

ent than building a laboratory system. 

When teamwork, mutual respect, 

brainstorming, planning, review, staff 

involvement, and evaluation are uti

lized to their full value, great events 

occur. ~ 

CRIME INCREASES DURING 
FIRST HALF OF 1976 

The FBI's Uniform Crime Re

ports indicate that serious crime in 

the U.S. rose 3 percent during the first 

6 months of 1976 over the same period 

in 1975. This compares with an in

crease of 13 percent during the first 

half of 1975 over 1974. 

Violent crimes of murder, forcible 

rape, robbery, and aggravated assault, 

as a group, decreased 6 percent during 

the first 6 months. Reported offenses 

of murder decreased 12 percent and 

robberies were down 10 percent while 

aggravated assaults and forcible rape 

decreased 1 percent each. 

Property crimes of burglary, lar

ceny-theft, and motor vehicle theft, as 

a group, increased 4 percent. Burglary 

was down 5 percent and motor ve

hicle theft offenses were down 3 per

cent. 

The overall increase of 3 percent for 

the quarter was primarily due to the 

many larceny-theft offenses reported 

to law enforcement-up 11 percent 

nationwide. 
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Preliminary Field Tests  

for  

Crooked Dice  

W  henever  a  dice  gambling  game 
is  played,  the  house  has  a  builtin 

mathematical  advantage  or  takes  a 

percentage  of  the  pot.  However,  un

scrupulous operators (or sometimes 

the players themselves ) may increase 

their edge (or the players attempt to 

defeat the edge) by use of crooked 

dice. (See fig. 1.) 

The Gambling Unit of the FBI 

Laboratory frequently receives dice 

for analysis to determine whether the 

dice have been manufactured or al

tered in such a way as to affect their 

use in a fair game. A showing that 

dice have been significantly altered 

may be important for prosecution in 

two ways: (1) Many State statutes 

" ... investigators under 

fielcl conditions, with a mini· 

mum of study and practice, 

can spot a good majority of 

the common types of [dice] 

alterations." 

have separate offenses for the so

called "crooked" games, usually based 

on a theory of fraud, where the de

fendant takes an unfair advantage of 

the other players; and (2) even under 

the general types of gambling statutes, 

the courts may allow a showing that 

in an otherwise "fair" craps game 

altered dice were used- as an ag

gravating circumstar.ce or simply to 

show fully the method of operation of 

the game_ Moreover, the possible 

apathy of a player-witness toward 

prosecution of "friendly dealers" may 

be removed if he learns the game was 

in fact crooked. 

Types of A lteration s 

While a full and complete examina

tion of dice must necessarily be done 

under laboratory conditions using 

precise measuring devices, X-ray 

photography, etc., and while many 

courts would prefer or require a 

qualified expert to testify concern

ing the characteristics of the dice, it 
has been found that investigators 

under field conditions, with a mini

mum of study and practice, can spot a 

good majority of the common types of 

alterations. The following are in

tended to furnish the investigator with 

methods for field testing which can be 

beneficial in undercover work, ex-
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ecuting  search  warrants,  and  dealing 

with  witnesses  and  informants. 

The  following  are  the  more  com

mon types of altered dice together 

with methods of recognizing them. 

Misspots 

Fair dice are so manufactured that 

the faces or sides bear spots num

bered from 1 through 6 and that two 

opposite sides added together always 

total 7. Misspots are so made that all 

6 numbers are not represented and 

that all pairs of opposite sides do not 

total 7. (See fig. 2.) 

One type of fairly obvious misspot 

has only the 5 on each face and, when 

coupled with a die having only a 6 

and a 2 on each face, can only throw 

the numbers 7 and 11-quite an ad-
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vantage on the "come-out" throw in a 

dice game when 7 and 11 are naturals 

and instant winners_ 

A more subtle type of misspot has 

only three different numbers on the 

six faces, with each of the three num

bers being repeated on the opposite 

face. Inasmuch as one can only see 

three faces of a die at anyone time 

from anyone position at a table, it is 

more difficult for players t(} spot these 

dice. As an example of such dice, 

whenever a pair of identical miss pots 

bearing either 1-3-5 or 2-4-6 only 

are used, no odd numbers can be 

thrown. Thus, on the come-out throw 

in craps, the player could not throw 

a natural 7 or 11. However, if such 

dice are thrown together after the 

come-out throw, then it would be im

possible to throw a 7 (or loser). If a 

1-3-5 and 2-4-6 miss pot are thrown 

together on the come-out throw, the 

number of craps or losing points that 

could be thrown are cut in half by 

eliminating the points 2 and 12. Other 

types may be used in various com

binations either to eliminate the 

throwing of certain numbers or to 

favor or disfavor the throwing of 

others. 

In order to check for this type of al

teration, the investigator should first 

look at each opposite pair of sides 

to determine that they are 1-6, 5-2, 

and 4-3. If misspots are found, there 

is little need to check for further al

terations-they are crooked enough. 

Loads 

The interior portions of dice may 

be altered most commonly by two 

methoos: 

1. Part of the plastic material from 

which the die is made may be re
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moved  and  heavier  substance  added, 

such  as  lead  (usually  beneath one  or 

more spots),  to  cause  the  die to  tend 

to  fall  with  that  side  down,  thereby 

favoring  the  opposite  side.  This  type 

of alteration is  easiest  in  opaque dice 

where  the  load  cannot  be  seen.  It is 

more difficult in translucent dice, such 

as  the  more  expensive  type  used  by 

legal  casinos,  inasmuch  as  the  altera

tion can be seen more rapidly. The 

spots are usually drilled out to a some

what greater depth than before, the 

substance, such as lead, inserted, and 

then recovered with paint. 

In order to check for loads, the dice 

should be very lightly held between 

the thumb and index or middle finger 

at two opposite corners. The die 

should be allowed to pivot, and if it 

does, a load is indicated. (See fig. 3.) 

The die should be held by various op

posite corners to insure a complete 

test. With a little practice, most loaded 

dice of this type can be found except 

those with only very light loads. By 

carefully checking the various corners, 

it can be determined which face or 

faces are favored. 

In addition to this test, a careful 

visual examination of translucent dice 

in some cases can disclose that certain 

spots have been drilled noticeably 

deeper than others. 

2. The other common interior al

teration of dice is the insertion of 

either a magnetic substance or a sub

stance that may be attracted by a 

magnet. However, in this type of a 

magnetic dice, the load need not be so 

heavy as to be detectable by the above 

finger.holding test. The best method 

of field testing for such gaffing is to 

slowly pass a bar magnet past the 

various faces of the dice to see if an 

attraction is produced. (See fig. 4.) 

The crooked operator, in order to 

utilize magnetic dice effectively, either 

has an electromagnet installed in or 

about his dice table, or may be able 

to carry a magnet in his hand or on 

his person in such a manner as to be 

Figure 2 . Duplicated spots on misspotted dice are reflected in mirror. 

Figure 3. Testing for the spin of loaded dice by holding various opposite corners. 
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Figure 4. By  passing a  bar magnet over all  sides, a  test for magnetic dice can be made. 

close  enough  to  attract  the  dice. 

Although  the  above  tests  can  be 

quite effective, particularly important 

is  a  laboratory  test, such as  by Xray, 

not only to establish if there is a  load, 

but  more  importantly,  to  prove  it  in 

court  pictorially,  rather  than  simply 

to  rely  on  someone's  opinion  that  the 

dice are loaded. 

Flats or Bricks 

Another  common  type  of  altered 

dice  is  referred  to  as  a  " brick"  or 

" flat."  Such  dice  are  so  called  be

cause they are more or less flattened 

or brick-shaped. Thus the dice are 

not perfect cubes. This may be accom

plished by sanding or flattening one 

side; by heating the dice and applying 

a heavy weight or vice to the dice to 

squash them; or by simply having 

dice so manufactured as not to be 

perfect cubes. The tolerance in the 

shape of good quality, fair dice is 

Figure 5_ Testing for "flats" or "bricks" by running flnger over dice. 
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Figure 6. By  attempling 10  rock Ihe dice, a  lesl for "rockers"  can be made. 

lower  than  the mate_ 

Rockers or Bevels 

Another  alteration,  though  less 

common,  sometimes  referred  to  as 

"rockers," also results in dice that are 

not  true  cubes_  In  rockers,  certain 

entire faces  are rounded,  so  that  they 

tend  to  roll  toward  the  favored  sur

face, such as the 6-ace surfaces. 

This type of dice may be found by 

placing the various sides of two dice 

against each other and attempting to 

rock them. If rockers are found, cer

tain surfaces placed together will have 

a decided rocker effect. (See fig. 6.) 

Edge-work 

The last common alteration is done 

on the edges of the dice, often in con

junction with either rockers or flats. 

Most good dice have essentially razor

sharp edges. Fair dice with beveled 

edges should have the edges cut at 45° 

angles. When edge-work is employed, 

usually 0.001", whereas bricks are Figure 7. Example of edge-work (improperly angled edge) on the 6 side. 

often 0.02" or more off true cubes. 

Experience has shown that the vast 

majority of brick dice are "6-ace 

flats," i.e. , they are flattened so that 

the six and ace opposite sides have 

larger surfaces than the other four . In 

a craps game, this disfavors the 

shooter. 

Any substantial variance in the 

cube-shaped character of the dice may 

be felt and usually observed by laying 

the pair of dice alongside each other 

on a perfectly flat surface and feeling 

across the top of the dice to find a 

difference in height. (See fig. 5.) Then 

one-at-a-time each die should be rolled 

over on one side and rechecked with 

the other die alongside it. As in the 

common 6-ace flats, when the 6 or ace 

side is face up and placed alongside 

its mate with the 4, 3, 5, or 2 up, a 

decided unevenness is felt when 

rubbing the finger across the top. The 

die with the 6 or ace up will feel 
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the  edges  are  not  sharp  (or  right

angle-shaped ) or not 45 ° angles, but 

are filed in such a manner as to result 

in one or more surfaces having an in

creased area_ Very often the edges of 

the 6 and ace sides in 6-ace flats have 

decidedly beveled edges on only these 

surfaces. (See fig. 7.) 

This type of alteration may be de

termined by close inspection of each 

edge of the dice. This is greatly facil

itated by the use of a magnifying glass. 

However, close eye inspection will re

veal most significant edge-work. 

Tests for Alterations 

In summary, the following tests 

should be used to spot the great bulk 

of altered dice: 

1. Be sure opposite sides total 

7 (for misspots) . 

2. Lightly hold opposite cor

ners to see if dice spin or rotate 

(loads) and pass magnet over 

each side (for magnetic dice). 

3. Lay dice alongside each 

other and feel across the tops to 

see if level, checking all surfaces 

in this manner (for flats or 

bricks ) . 

4. Put various surfaces against 

each other and see if they have 

a rocker effect (for bevels or 

rockers) . 

5. Visually, or with a mag

nifying glass, inspect all edges 

for improper angles (for edge

work) . 

It should be noted that in other 

than misspots, a testing of suspected 

altered dice by throwing them, even 

numerous times, will seldom produce 

significant results_ The value of most 

altered dice (other than misspots) is 

in the long run, and the true effect can 

only be accurately calculated after 

many thousands of controlled tosses. 

For example, under laboratory condi

tions, at least 10,000 trials should be 

undergone before reaching definitive 

test conclusions. To illustrate this, if a 

test were run with fair dice on the 
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throwing of the nu:rnber of 7's in 50 

throws, laws of probabilities say you 

would throw 7 about 8 times, but 

statistically you could reasonably ex

pect this to vary anywhere from 3 to 

14 times. On the other hand, if there 

were a test of 10,000 throws, probabil

ities tell us you should throw 7 1,667 

times, while the statistical variance 

would only be about: 37 times more or 

less than 1,667 times. This is a differ

ence in expected variance from the 

total throws of aboat 24 percent in 50 

throws to only about 1.5 percent in 

10,000 throws_ Contrary to popular 

belief, a pair of strong loads or ob

vious bricks, when thrown together, 

will not throw the favored numbers 

every time or even a majority of the 

time. Again, the crooked gambler 

merely wants to alter the fairness of 

the game in the long run. 

It might also be pointed out that in 

many cases the manufacturer of 

crooked dice may purposely tip off 

Figure 8. Common signal for crooked d ice-die on left has three spots running wrong, die on 
right is correct. 

knowledgeable cheats by changing the 

manner of spotting the 3 side. By lay

ing the die with the 6 spot upward 

running toward the viewer and the 3 

side facing the viewer, the 3 spot 

should run from lower left to upper 

right (in fair dice), rather than from 

upper left to lower right (crooked 

dice). If the 3's are found to run in 

the wrong direction, this may suggest 

the dice are altered and point to a 

very careful inspection. (See fig_ 8_) 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, it should be em

phasized again that the above tests are 

only field tests, not intended to replace 

careful laboratory examination, nor 

will this type of field test catch 

some more sophisticated alterations. 

Nevertheless, a familiarity with the 

tests can certainly benefit the investi

gator on the scene and may suggest 

additional laboratory testing_ 
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Physical Security and the  
Police Facility:  

A Total Program  

Police agencies generally are doing 

their  utmost  to  halt  the  continuing 

increase in  the volume of crime in  the 

United  States.  However,  while  many 

agencies  have  expended  a  great  deal 

of  time  and energy  toward protecting 

citizens  and  their  homes,  these  same 

agencies  have,  in  many  ways,  ne

glected to adequately protect their 

own home base-the police facility. 

The scope of this article is to pro

vide the police profession a basis for 

measuring the degree of security af

forded this facility. For clarification, 

the term "facility" is used to denote 

centralized or decentralized buildings 

from which police services are pro

vided. 

Naturally, the concepts of police 

services and security of the facility 

conflict somewhat in that police serv

ices, which generally involve interper

sonal contacts with the public, are 

often delayed or altered by facility 

security. Therefore, it is essential that 

a security arrangement be designed in 

such a way as to provide the highest 
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. . it is essential that" 
a security arrangement be 

designed in such a way as 

to provide the highest de

gree of security possible, yet 

give the citizen access to the 

services which are so basic 

to the police mission." 

degree of security possible, yet give 

the citizen access to the services which 

are so basic to the police mission. 

It is, of course, recognized that fa

cility design, security problems, and 

financial resources vary widely among 

police agencies. Nonetheless, there are 

some basic security concepts applica

ble to all in protecting their facilities. 

Protective Barriers 

While most law enforcement agen

cies do not generally have walls or 

fences surrounding their buildings, 

protective barriers should be em

ployed. All entrances and exits should 

be made secure, either by use of a 

lock or by the presence of a guard. 

Any openings in the building such as 

exhau t tunnels, heating ducts, and 

air and water intakes should be pro

tected by secure grills or bars. Win

dows should be lockable or designed 

in such a way as to preclude entry. In 

the facility where there may only be 
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a  few  officers  on  duty  after  daylight 

hours, intrusion alarms might be con

sidered to preclude unauthorized 

entry. 

Access Control 

While it is understood that some 

police agencies are more vulnerable 

than others, it is elementary to any 

police facility security program that 

the identity of all visitors be estab· 

lished. Obviously, visitors may fall 

into many categories, including not 

only those seeking police services, but 

"While it is understood 

that some police agencies 

are more vulnerable than 

others, it is elementary to 

any police facility security 

program that the identity of 

all visitors be established." 

maintenance, custodial, and conces

sion personnel, and others who are not 

police or civilian employees of the 

agency. 

To properly identify visitors, a po

lice officer or security guard may be 

assigned this duty at the public en· 

trance. To utilize manpower to its full

est and provide additional control of 

visitors, only one entrance of the fa· 

cility should be open to the public. 

All others should be locked or be ac· 

eessible only to authorized personnel. 

Depending on the physical size of 

the facility and the volume of visitor 

traffic, it may be necessary to establish 

a pass system whereby all personnel 

as well as visitors are issued passes 

which are visibly displayed and 

readily identify the wearer's sta

tus. Ideally, the pass system might in· 

clude utilization of one of the many 

photoidentification systems which per· 

mit quick issuance of a pass. 

Agency employees should perma

nently retain their passes and display 

them each time they enter the facility. 

Visitors, on the other hand, should 
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A pushbutton cypher lock suitable for access control on po/ice only entrances. 

be issued temporary passes by the 

officer or security guard at the visitor 

entrance with instructions that passes 

be returned when leaving the build

ing. To insure the return of passes, 

the motor vehicle driving permit (or 

other recognized identification) of all 

visitors should be photocopied or at 

least the number recorded. 

Whether the visitor control officer 

issues passes or merely ascertains 

their identity, the following informa

tion should be recorded for each vis

itor: full name; driving permit or 

other identification number (if pos

sible) ; purpose of isit; and office to 

be visited. 

A visitor log should also be estab

lished and placed in a suitable location 

to permit visitors to print their names, 

indicate the purposes of their visit, 

and record the time they entered and 

departed the facility_ 

Another aspect of access control in

cludes the designation of restricted 

areas. The fact that a visitor has been 

identified does not justify complete 

freedom of movement within the 

building. For instance, every visitor 

need not have access to the crime labo

ratory, communications center, com

puter section, or offices which contain 

case evidence. To preclude such ac

cessibility, it is recommended that the 

agency centralize areas of this type in 

one section of the facility and insure 

that it is protected from public access. 

To do so, secure doors should be 

equipped with key or combination 

locks to prevent general access. 

Insofar as police entrances are con

cerned, they should be exactly that. 

Some agencies have accesses where 

visitors may routinely enter the facil

ity through unlocked rear doors 

marked police only. Unfortunately, 
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these  visitors,  in  many  cases,  pass 

through  police  offices,  rollcall  rooms, 

and  equipment  areas  which  mayor 

may  not be  occupied.  It  is  suggested, 

therefore,  that an  electric cypher lock 

be connected  to  police only entrances, 

thereby permitting only police person

nel to have access-at the touch of a 

button. 

To prevent a multitude of problems, 

it is desirable that all restrooms in the 

facility be locked. Most locks permit 

duplication of keys, in which case 

sufficient keys can be reproduced for 

all police offices to have one on hand 

for use by employees and visitors. 

Similarly, all offices and areas not 

occupied by agency employees should 

be locked. As criminal histories ten 

us, far too many crimes (theft, arson, 

assault, rape, bomb plants) have 

taken place in the unprotected, ac

cessible area. 

Protective Lighting 

To help prevent crimes from taking 

place on facility property, insure that 

parking lots and garages, walkways, 

and entrances to the facility are well 

lighted. A police officer, while not an 

ideal target, is by no means immune 

from robbery, assault, and automobile 

theft. 

Just as important as protective light

ing, if not more so, is the existence of 

an alternative power supply for the 

facility. Obviously, few buildings are 

as dependent on power as is the police 

communications center. Thus, if not 

already in place, consideration should 

be given to installing an emergency 

power system which will automatically 

activate when normal city power is 

interrupted. 

Package Control 

Inasmuch as the purpose of package 

control at a police facility is to prevent 

weapons and explosives from being 

brought into the building by crimi

nals, extremists, and mentally ill per

sons, the agency might implement one 

of two types of package control. One 

approach is to install a walk-through 

metal detector with the activation con

sole located at the visitor control of

ficer's desk. Several models are now 

available which permit calibration of 

sensitivity. In this way, the detector 

can be preset to activate only when 

certain items, such as a handgun, pass 

through the sensor base. 

The other approach to package con

trol, which is much more traditional 

and suitable to modest budgets, is that 

of the hand search. Thus, after iden

tifying the visitor, the visitor control 

officer requests that briefcases, pack

ages, and purses be opened for visual 

inspection. 

Vehicle Control 

Regardless of the physical arrange

ment for parking, there should be 

some kind of control on non police 

parking. For example, if the police 

facility has an underground garage, 

efforts should be made to restrict it to 

only police vehicles. When visitors 

have the option of parking in such 

areas, vulnerability to bombings and 

other crimes is significantly increased. 

If the facility has open-air parking 

for all vehicles, the agency should en

deavor to segregate parking by build

ing concrete islands or barriers and 

clearly marking parking areas for po

lice vehicles only and visitors only. 

This kind of segregated parking ar

rangement act to protect police ve

hicles from theft and reduce the op

portunities for ambush attacks. Fur

thermore, it facilitates and increases 

the security of police-prisoner move

ments into the facility. 

Mail Screening 

An integral part of any efficient fa

cility security program is that of mail 

screening or precautions against 

bombs received in the mail. 

A bomb sent via mail is clearly a 

tactic of a careful individual. The 

bomb is addressed to the target (e.g., 

chief of police, senior official, individ

ual officer) and delivered by the Postal 

Service. The bomber takes little, if any, 

personal risk. In view of the lethal and 

cunning nature of these bombing at

tacks, it is imperative that the agency 

establish a mail screening program 

to protect not only the target but oth

ers who may be endangered, such as 

the mailclerk who may open the en

velope or package before it reaches 

the target victim. 

Surprisingly enough, a mail-screen

"An integral part of any 

efficient facility security pro

grant is that of mail screen

ing or precautions against 

bombs received in the mail." 

ing program can be instituted for less 

than $100. Commercially manufac

tured metal detectors can be purchased 

for examining letters and larger pack

ages, usually one type for letters and 

another for larger items, in view of 

the sensitivity variance to metal. 

As for their characteristics, letter _ 

bombs generally have the following 

peculiarities: Business envelope for

mat; width and weight of the device 

generally exceed normal mail (e.g., 

%-in thick at the center of the en

velope, and weighing approximately 2 

to 5 oz.); envelope feels rigid, as if 

containing cardboard; and an unex

pected letter with an unknown return 

addre s. 

If the individual screening mail de

tects metal in a specific postal item, 

the following action should be taken: 

Contact the facility's bomb 

control officer or bomb squad or 

other appropriate personnel 

trained to handle suspected 

bomb devices; 

Transport the suspect device 

in a holding container and iso-
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THREAT  CALL  CHECK  LIST  

Date_______________________Time  of  Call _______________  

Call  received  by ______________________________________  

RECORD  THE  EXACT  LANGUAGE
OF  THE  THREAT: _______________________________________ 

developed  by  the  agency's  bomb 

"Ideally, .•• the agency 

should have a s pecijic, for

mulated bomb-threat plan 

which has been explained 

or  disseminated to all 

employees." 

squad, or in the absence of such a unit, 

by  a  police  officer  designated  as  the 

facility  bomb  control  officer.  This  of-

ficer  should  be  afforded  some  formal 

WHEN  is  it  set  for? ___________________________________  

WHERE  is  it?_________________________________________  

WHAT  kind  of  bomb?____________________________________  

WHY  are  you  doing  this?_______________________________  

WH 0  a re  yo u?_________________________________________  

VOICE  ON  THE  PHONE  

Man_______  Woman_______  Chi 1 d_______  Age_______  

Intoxicated______________  Speech  Impediment ________  

Accent_________________  Other___________________  

BACKGROUND  NOISE 

Mu s i c_________  Chi 1 dren ____  Airplane _______ 

Talk_____  Traffic_____  Other_____ 

Typi ng________  Machines _________ 

training  in  handling  bomb  threats. 

Also,  if the department does  not have 

a bomb squad, a chief executive should 

endeavor  to  work  out  a  technical  as-

sistance  arrangement  with  an  agency 

which  has  and can provide bomb dis-

posal services. 

While bombs may come in the mail 

or  be brought into  the facility  by  un-

suspecting  persons,  bomb  threats  are 

most commonly received by telephone, 

and  although  they  most  often  turn 

out  to  be  hoaxes,  one  should  never 

assume  this  to  be  the  case.  All  sworn 

and  civilian  members  of  the  agency 

should  be  briefed  on  how  to  react  to 

such a call and the type of information 

that should be elicited from the caller. 

To  assist  in  this  regard,  it  is  best  to 

distribute  a  bombthreat  call  report 

form to  all employees so that it can be 

kept near office telephones in the event Report  call  IMMEDIATELY  to:  (Facility  Bomb  Control 
Officer)  on  Extension_______________  it is needed. 

A sample bombthreat call  form which should be distributed  to  all  agency offices. 

late  it  a  logically  safe  distance 

from other persons; 

If possible,  photograph  both 

sides of  the  suspect device; 

Contact the addressee as soon 

as  possible  and  ascertain  if  the 

item is expected or if he can pro-

vide any information on its con-

tents;  and 

Do  not  permit  anyone  other 
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than  a  bomb expert to  touch  the 

device. 

Other Bomb Threats 

Ideally,  in  addition  to  mail  screen-

ing,  the agency should have a specific, 

formulated  bomb·threat  plan  which 

has  been  explained  or  disseminated 

to  all  employees.  This plan  should  be 

Threat Analysis 

Once  a  bombthreat  call  has  been 

received,  and  the  completed  form 

turned  over  to  the  bomb  control  of-

ficer  (or  bomb  squad),  the  validity 

of the call and potential harm must be 

evaluated.  For  instance,  if a  juvenile-

type  call  with  laughing  in  the  back-

ground  is  received,  it  may only  be a 

nuisance  call.  Yet,  a  complete  search 

of  the  building  should  be  conducted. 

On the other hand,  if,  for  example, 

the  caller  states  in  a  serious  manner 

that he has placed a briefcase contain-
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A  handheld  metal  detector  can  be  used  to  screen  mail. 

ing  a  time  bomb  comprised  of  am

moniated dynamite equipped with a 

mercury switch (to cause detonation 

if tilted) in the restroom on the sec

ond floor, you may very well have a 

genuine threat on your hands. 

At any rate, appraise the credibility 

of the threat and act accordingly. If 

the agency does not have its own bomb 

squad, notify an agency of an adjoin

ing jurisdiction which has the man

power, equipment, and expertise to 

respond to the threat and with which 

a technical assistance agreement has 

been made. Assemble available officers 

and maintenance personnel, methodi

cally divide up areas to be searched, 

and commence the search, preferably 

using floor plans to be sure that the 

entire building is covered. Also, re

mind searchers that if they do dis

cover a suspicious object, they should 

employ the "Don't touch it! " rule, iso

late the object, and notify the bomb 

control officer. 

Evacuation 

The difficult question of evacuation 

is invariably related to threat analy

sis. For example, if the bomb-threat 

call comes in 5 minutes before a bomb 

is expected to activate on the fourth 

floor of the facility, there is obviously 

insufficient time to totally evacuate the 

building. Under such conditions, the 

most judicious decision may be to 

order an evacuation of the specific 

area described by the caller. If time 

permits, not only the indicated floor 

but, as a minimum, those directly 

above and below it hould be evacu

ated. 

Another factor to keep in mind is 

the risk involved in a total evacuation. 

While police opinions vary, there are 

indeed disadvantages to such a deci

sion. The evacuation may take the 

evacuees through an area of the build

ing where the undiscovered device is 

located, thus exposing even a greater 

number of people to possible injury 

than would normally occur. The bomb

er may well design his attack around 

a total evacuation policy. In other 

words, an "always evacuate" policy 

may cause facility occupants to be 

guided from the building to a park

ing lot containing a car bomb which 

can be activated by remote control. 

If, on the other hand, the call is 

very specific as to the type of device 

and its location, it is recommended 

that the bomb control officer order a 

partial evacuation of the area de

scribed by the caller. In this way, in

juries are avoided which might result 

from a total evacuation, search crews 

can go about their duties in the suspect 

area, and critical police services can 

be continued. 

Regardless of how the bomb-threat 

plan is written, methods for ordering 

a general evacuation (if this is your 

philosophy ) , or partial evacuation, 

should be established. The specific per

sons who will comprise the search 

crew should be determined in advance 

as should the procedure for notifying 

them in the event of a bomb threat. 

In general terms, when confronted 

with a bomb threat, continually keep 

in mind that: 

Actual explosive devices will 

generally be found in the facility 

which is either partly or com

pletely accessible to the public; 

The greater the controls on 

accessibility to a facility and the 

greater the physical protection 

afforded the facility, the less like

ly that an actual bomb will be 

placed; 
If a bomb is actually planted 

in the facility and explodes, 

damage is likely to be confined 

to a specific area (rather than 

damaging the entire building) ; 

A dramatic reaction to the 

bomb threat (e.g., a mass evac

uation of the building) may 

create subsequent threats ; 
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A TOT  A L  PRO  G RAM  

PROTECTIVE  BARRIERS 

PROTECTIVE  LIGHTING 

ACCESS  CONTROL 

PACKAGE  CONTROL 

VEHICLE  CONTROL 

MAIL  SCREENING 

BOMB  THREATS 

UNPROVOKED  ATTACKS 

The  essential  ingredients  in  protecting  a  police  faci l ity. 

The more specific and credible  least 300 feet away from it. Also, 

the  warning,  the  greater  the  prior to evacuation,  leave  doors 
chance that  an  actual  bomb has  and  windows  open  in  order  to 

been placed  in  the  facility;  vent  a  possible  explosion. 

A  vague  threat  from  what  

seems  to  be  a  child,  drunk,  or   Unprovoked Attack 
mentally ill person generally de

Each  year  police  officers  are  at-
"Consider relocation, if tacked  while  working  in  a  police  fa-

at all possible, of a police cility.  To  reduce  these  threats  to  of-
facility when its location ficers,  the  following  countermeasures 
makes it particularly vul are recommended: 
nerable. •.•" 

Install  shatterproof  glass  on 

notes  that the  threat is  not seri all  windows  to  preclude  frag-

ous;  mentation  in  the  event  of  ex-

If a  suspect  device  is  found,  plosions  close  to  the  facility  as 

keep occupants of the facility  at  well  as  from  rocks  and  bottles 
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thrown  at  the  facility  during  a 

civil disorder; 

Utilize  draperies,  venetian 

blinds,  or  opaque  glass  to  con-

ceal  the  movements  of  officers 

within  the building, particularly 

at night; 

Avoid  placement  of  desk  of-

ficers on ground level where they 

are easily  visible  through  glass 

doors or windows; 

Consider  adoption  of  light-

weight  bulletresistant  vests  for 

all uniformed officers; 

Establish  underground  park-

ing for  all police vehicles, or in-

sure  that  the  parking  lot  used 

for  police  vehicles  is  concealed 

by  a  wall  at  least  6  feet  high; 

Consider  relocation,  if  at  all 

possible,  of  a  police  facility 

when  its  location  makes  it par-

ticularly  vulnerable  (e.g_,  a 

facility  situated  below  an  ex-

pressway  interchange,  thus  in-

creasing  the  chances  of  objects 

being thrown onto the roof from 

passing vehicles  overhead) ; 

Thoroughly  document  all 

threats made against officers.  In 

some  cases,  surveillance  of per-

sons  who  have  made  serious 

lethal threats  against police offi-

cers may he  justified. 

Although this article is by no means 

a comprehensive discussion of facility 

"Without an adequate re

gard for its own protection, 

a police agency needlessly 

jeopardizes its ability to pro

tect the public." 

security, it has attempted to emphasize 

the  importance  of  physical  security, 

contingency  planning,  and  various 

countermeasures in protecting the po-

lice facility and its personnel. Without 

an adequate regard for its own protec-

tion, a police agency needlessly jeopar-

dizes  its  ability  to  protect  the  public_ 
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Inventorying Impounded Motor Vehicles-

South Dakota v. Opperman  

In 1925,  the  Supreme  Court  of  the 

United  States  noted  a  constitutional 

difference between motor vehicles and 

fixed  structures  such  as  houses  and 

offices.1  Since that time, scores of cases 

have  been  presented  to  the  Court  in 

which  the  legitimacy  of  warrantless 

vehicle  searches was  at  issue.  The  re-

ported deci  ions in these matters often 

appear to depend on subtle factual dis-

tinctions  peculiar  to  the  cases  them-

selves.  However, as a general proposi-

tion,  it can be said that a  law  enforce-

ment  officer  may  search  an  auto-

mobile  without  a  warrant  if :  he  has 

probable cause to  believe a mobile ve-
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Special Agent  

Federal Bureau of Investigation  

Washington, D.C.  

"Quite frequently, 

and usually unexpect

edly, evidence of a 

criminal violation l,S 

discovered during a 

routine impoundment 

inventory." 

hicle contains evidence; 2 a defendant 

has been lawfully arrested while in the 

vehicle;  3  the  auto  is  lawfully  held  as 

evidence  pending  institution  of  for-

feiture  proceedings;  4  or a reasonable 

belief  exists  that  the  car  contains  an 

object which  might endanger the gen-

eral public.s 

But  until  this  year  the  Court  had 

never  considered  the  constitutional-

ity  of  the  common  police  practice  of 

inventorying  the  contents  of  vehicles 

which  had  been  impounded  for  tem-

porary  storage.G  This  procedure  is 

routinely  performed  not  for  the  pur-

pose  of  searching  for  criminal  evi-

dence  but  merely  to  catalog  and  se-

cure  the  contents  of  the  vehicle.  Its 

justification,  it  is  said,  rests  on  the 
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twofold  need  to  protect  the  owner 

against  loss  of valuables  from  his  ve· 

hicle  and the police against civil suits 

arising  from  claims  of  loss  or  dam· 

age.7  Quite  frequently ,  and  usually 

unexpectedly,  evidence  of  a  criminal 

violation  is  discovered  during  a  rou· 

tine  impoundment  inventory.  The ad· 

missibility  of  this  evidence  in  a  sub· 

sequent  trial has  long been  a  trouble· 

some  issue  for  the  courts.  Some have 

admitted  it  by  characterizing  the  in· 

ventory as a mere administrative func· 

tion not intended to discover evidence, 

and  thus  not  within  the  scope  of  the 

Constitution.8  Others  have  held  that 

the  practice  involves  a  substantial  in· 

vasion  into  the  owner's  privacy  and 

label  the  inventory  a  "search"  and 

thus  subject to  the  reasonableness  reo 

quirement  of  the fourth  amendment.9 

On  July  6,  1976,  with  its  opinion  in 

South Dakota v.  Opperman/o the 

Supreme Court addressed the issue. 

The Opperman Case 

In  December  1973,  an  automobile 

owned  by Donald Opperman was  im· 

pounded  by the police  in Vermillion, 

S.  Dak.,  after  it  had been  issued  two 

overtime parking tickets. The vehicle, 

which  was  locked,  was  towed  to  the 

city  impound  lot  where  its  contents 

were  inventoried  pursuant  to  stand· 

ard  police  procedure.  A  plastic  bag 

containing marihuana was  located  in 

the  glove  compartment,  and  Opper. 

man later  was  arrested  and convicted 

of  its  possession.  On  appeal,  the 

Supreme Court of South Dakota over· 

turned  the  conviction  on  the  ground 

that  the  evidence  had  been  obtained 

in  violation  of  the  fourth  amend. 

ment.  The  U.S.  Supreme  Court  reo 

versed, and in a 54 decision held that 

the procedure of the Vermillion Police 

Department  which  located  the  mario 

huana  was  reasonable.l1  Because  of 

the  significance  of  this  case  to  the 

daily  operations  of most police  agen. 

cies,  the  following  comments  are 
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offered  in  an  attempt to  offer  sugges· 

tions  for  the  legitimate  inventory  of 

impounded vehicles_ 

Lawful Impoundment 

The  Court's  opinion makes it clear 

that  police  must  have  a  lawful  basis 

for  acquiring  custody  of  a  vehicle 

before  an  inventory  will  be  proper. 

("The  Vermillion  police  were  indis· 

"The Court's opinion [in 

South Dakota v. Oppennan] 

makes it clear that police 

must have a lawful basis for 

acquiring custody of a ve

hicle before an inventory 

will be proper_" 

putably engaged in a  caretaking search 

of  a  lawfuUy impounded auto· 

mobile." 12)  This is consistent with the 

position  taken  by 100st  lower  courts 

that  if  officers  have  no  reason  to  im· 

pound  a  vehicle,  a  subsequent  inven· 

tory  is  invalid.1 3  Several methods  of 

impoundment have been suggested  in 

previous court decisiQns. For instance, 

vehicles  may be seized legitimately  if 

they  constitute  evidence of a  crime,14 

Law  enforcerment officers 

of other than Federal juris

diction who are interested in 

any legal issue discussed in 

this article should consult 

their legal ad isor. Some 

police procedures ruled per

missible under Federal con

stitutional law are of ques

tionable legality under State 

law, or are not permitted at 
all. 

are subject to forfeitu.:re/5 or are aban· 

doned.1G In addition " the Opperman 

decision specifically embraced those 

impoundments perfo:rmed in order to 

protect the public sa1ety and conven

ience and those prompted by a desire 

to further the police community care· 

taking functionY Familiar examples 

are seizures of vehicles which violate 

parking ordinances, removal of auto

mobiles which have been involved in 

accidents, and impoundment of cars 

which constitute nuisances or inter· 

fere with the flow of traffic, such as 

disabled vehicles. A factor common to 

impoundment under these circum

stances is the frequent inability of the 

owner to arrange for his vehicle's reo 

moval or safekeeping because of ab

sence or incapacity.1s 

A more difficult situation, and one 

not presented to the Opperman 

Court, arises when a defendant is ar

rested in his vehicle away from his 

home. As a general rule, the lower 

courts have permitted impoundment 

under these circumstances in order to 

avoid leaving an unattended vehicle 

on a public highway or city street.19 

A leading Federal case phrased the 

issue in terms of a duty owed by the 

arresting officer to the arrestee's auto

mobile: 

" [The defendant] having been 

validly arrested and taken to the 

police station, the officer would 

have been derelict in his duty if 

he had left the car unattended 

in a dark alley in the middle of 

the night. The police have as 

much a duty to protect the prop· 

erty of a suspect as they have to 

protect the property of the rest of 

us, and that is what they did in 

this case by towing the car to 

the police impound [lot]." 20 

Other decisions, however, have 

suggested that impoundment may be 

improper if the driver can take 

reasonable steps to safeguard his car 

at the time of arrest. 21 For example, it 

has been held that impoundment is 

unnecessary if: other passengers 

could have taken charge ofthe auto ; 22 

the arrestee's friend could have re

moved the vehicle from the precinct 
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station  within a  few  hours;  23  the de

fendant would be absent from the car 

for only a brief time to post bond; 2. 

or a co-officer could have driven the 

car to a nearby parking area where it 

would be reasonably safe_25 The 

Court's opinion in Opperman does 

not address this issue directly, how

ever, a fair reading of its language 

could lead to the same conclusion_ 

("The owner . .. was not present to 

" ... impoundment in

ventories are searches and 

must conform to the fourth 

amendment's requirement 

of reasonableness." 

make other arrangements for the safe

keeping of his belongings." 26) Addi

tionally, a case relied on heavily by 

the majority, Cabbler v. Superintend

ent,21 points to the same result: 

"[W] e hold that the police do 

not violate the Fourth Amend

ment when they impound a ve

hicle to protect it . . . after ar

resting the driver away from his 

home, and he has no means im

mediately at hand for the safe

keeping of the vehicle." 28 

Whatever the mode or method, 

lawful impoundment is the threshold 

requirement for a reasonable inven

tory search. 

Reasonable Inventory 

As noted earlier, the decision held 

that impoundment inventories are 

searches and must conform to the 

fourth amendment's requirement of 

reasonableness. In reaching the con

clusion that the Vermillion Police De

partment's search of Donald Opper

man's vehicle was reasonable under 

this criteria, the Court attached sig

nificance to the fact it was carried out 

pursuant to standard police procedure 

and that the officer's motives were 

protective, not investigative. 29 Had 

the Court been convinced that the 

purpose of the inventory was to seek 

evidence of crime, the warrant clause 

of the fourth amendment would have 

been applicable and the search could 

have been justified only by a show

ing of probable cause.30 Here (as in 

most inventory cases) there appar

ently was no probable cause to believe 

the vehicle contained evidence. Sev

eral obvious measures are available to 

police agencies in order to avoid sug

gesting that an inventory is merely a 

pretext concealing an investigative 

police motive. 

First, the "standard police proce

dure" referred to by the Court should 

be reduced to writing, possibly in the 

form of a departmental regulation. 

This will facilitate proof if the ex

istence of the regulation is challenged 

and might also prove beneficial in 

other respects. For example, in a re

cent Federal case, a defendant at

tempted to suppress counterfeit $50 

bills located during the inventory of 

his car. The officer who conducted the 

search admitted that he expected to 

find some bogus bills but that the pro

cedure was required by a depart

mental regulation. The Court of Ap

peals sustained the search attaching 

significance to the fact that the police 

directive required the inventory. It 

"was not a mere pretext for search

ing, though the finding of contraband 

was not unexpected." 31 

The regulation should make manda

tory the inventory of all impounded 

automobiles. If only selected vehicles 

are subjected to the procedure, a 

court might legitimately be skeptical 

about an officer's good faith concern 

for the safekeeping of a car's contents. 

It also should call for prompt in

ventorying of impounded vehicles. A 

substantial time delay between im

poundment and inventory might cast 

doubt on the validity of the examina

tion. To avoid this, some departments 

require that the inventory be per

formed at the time the vehicle is taken 

into custody, prior to removal to the 

storage area. 

Scope 

Another consideration bearing di

rectly on the reasonableness of the 

inventory is the scope of the examina

tion. As with any fourth amendment 

situation, the permissible scope of a 

search should be as limited as possible 

to accomplish its underlying pur

pose.32 Following this maxim, one 

leading State decision has held that if 

the principal purpose of an inventory 

is to relieve the police of civil liability 

for lost valuables, merely rolling up 

the windows, locking the doors, and 

securing those items in plain view will 

accomplish the objective.33 In fact, 

when considering Opperman's appeal, 

the South Dakota Supreme Court held 

"As with any fourth 

amendment situation, the 

permissible scope of a 

search should be as limited 

as pouible to accomplish its 

underlying purpose." 

that under State law this procedure 

would have absolved the Vermillion 

police from any liability for lost or 

stolen articles.34 But other legitimate 

purposes also underlie the inventory 

process. The protection of the vehicle's 

owner against loss and the public from 

vandals who might find a firearm or 

contraband drugs were both sanc

tioned by the Court and justified the 

intrusion into the unlocked glove 

compartment.35 

Given these two additional reasons 

for the inventory, it seems a logical 

extension of the Court's holding to 

expand the search to locked areas in a 

vehicle such as the trunk and glove 

box. If a thief or vandal could break 

into a locked car 36 and remove valua

bles from its interior, he certainly 

could do the same to a locked glove 

compartment or trunk. As stated by 

the Supreme Court of Arizona in a 
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case  sustaining  the  inventory  of  a 

shaving  kit  found  within  an  im-

pounded  vehicle: 

" If one of the reasons for con-

ducting  the  inventory  is  to  safe-

guard  valuables  which might  be 

present,  it is  illogical  to  prohibit 

law  enforcement  officials  from 

searching  those  areas  wherein 

valuables  are  most  likely  to  be 

placed."  37 

Commentators  have  also  supported 

this view: 

" If the  purpose  of  the  inven-

tory  is  to  record  the  valuables 

and  other  personal  property 

found  in  the  car,  it  would  seem 

unrealistic  to  limit  the search  to 

a  superficial  inspection  of  the 

vehicle. In view of the fact that a 

person  who  does  carry valuables 

in  his  car  will  most  probably 

place  them  in as  safe  and incon· 

spicuous  place  as  possible,  the 

conscientious  investigator  will 

conduct  as  thorough  a  search  as 

the circumstances permit."  38 

In  view  of  this  reasoning  and  the 

Court's reliance on Cady v. Dombrow

ski,39 a  case  in  which  evidence  was 

located in a locked trunk, it would ap· 

pear  that  a  reasonable  inventory 

search  could  extend  to  those  areas 

within  a  vehicle  in  which  valuables 

might be stored. 
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reported. 
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crime with 10 and 8percent rises  re-

ported,  respectively.  Largecore 

citiesthose  having  populations  of 

250,000  or  morerecorded,  as  a 

group, an increase in serious crime of 

7 percent. 
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Photos  ta ke n  1971 . 

HOWARD WILLIAM VRADENBURGH 

Bank Robbery 

Howard  William  Vraden-

burgh  is  currently being sought 

by the Federal Bureau of Investi-

gation  for  bank robbery. 

Description 

Age_____________ 

HeighL_________. 

The Crime  WeighL_________ 

Build____________Vradenburgh,  who  allegedly 
Hair____________ .robbed  a  bank  in  Los  Angeles, 
Eyes___ _________ .

Calif.,  on  August  2,  1971,  was 

apprehended by FBI Agents and   Complexion ______ 

Race ____________ 
Los Angeles police authorities on 

ationality_______December 8, 1971, at which time 

he  confessed  to  this  bank  rob- Occupation  _____ . 

bery  and  four  ubsequent  rob-
Scar  and Marks __berie  in  the  Los  Angeles  area. 

He  was  released  on  bond  after 

his arre  t, and, on December 20, 

1971, was indicted on  five counts 

of bank robbery. On January 10, 

1972,  he  failed  to  appear  for  a 

hearing  and  a  Federal  warrant  Social Security 

used for  his  arret was  issued  at  Lo  o.  ______ 

Angeles.  FBI No.  ________ 

40,  born July 21, 

1936,  ew-

burgh,  N.Y. 

5  feet  10  to  11 

inches. 

150  to  155 

pounds. 

Medium. 

Dark  brown. 

Blue. 

Medium. 

White. 

merican. 

Laborer,  stock 

clerk. 

Operation  scars 

both  ides 

lower  abdo-

men;  tattoo of 

"Howi e" 

upper  left 

arm. 

129281767.  

106,334  C.  

Right  thumb  print. 

Fingerprint  classification: 

20L29WOIO 

I  8  W  OOM 

CIC  classification: 

18POI0POPOPIPMIIPM14 

Caution 

V radenburgh  has  threatened 

to  use a gun during the commis-

sion of a robbery and should be 

considered dangerous. 

Notify the FBI 

Any  per  on  having  informa-

tion  which  might  assist  in  lo-

cating  this  fugitive  is  requested 

to  notify immediately the Direc-

tor  of  the  Federal  Bureau  of 

Investigation,  .  .  Department 

of  Justice,  Washington,  D.C. 

20535,  or  the  Special  Agent  in 

Charge  of  the  nearest FBI  field 

office,  the  telephone  number  of 

which  appears  on  the  first  page 

of most local directories. 
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